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The goal of this study
In order to extract predicate phrases, we transform 
different predicates into the same simple form if they 
express the same event.

Predicate phrases are multiword expressions which 
consist of a set of a content word plus several of 
function words.
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I would like to buy an I-Pad.

I wanna go and buy an I-Pad.

I want to buy an I-Pad

want to buy
Predicate Phrase

Arguments
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Background: Need for deep semantic analysis
The growing need for text mining systems (e.g., 
opinion mining, sentiment analysis) requires the 
deep semantic understanding(e.g., Nasukawa, 2001).
Extracting only a single content word is insufficient.

“I would like to buy an I-Pad.” 

“I can’t install Windows 7.”

Functional expressions such as “would like to”, and 
“can’t” are crucial to detect customers’ needs and wants.

Extraction of predicates(content word + functional 
expressions) is necessary.
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buy

wants

install

complaints
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would like to buy

can’t install



Predicate structures in Japanese
The sequence of a content word (c) followed by 
several of functional expressions (f) forms a 
PREDICATE in Japanese.

In agglutinating languages such as Japanese, functional 
expressions appear in the form of suffixes or auxiliary 
verbs.

yabure -teshimat -ta -no -dearu
rip(c) -COMP(f1 ) -PAST(f2) -NOM(f3) -COP(f4)

“(something)    got ripped.”

Predicate = c+ f1..n
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Completive 
aspect 
marker

Nominalizer

Copular verb
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Past tense 
marker
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Problem1: Complex functional expressions
This complex predicate can be simplified.
The two seemingly different predicates express the 
same event of something got ripped.
This is due to the fact that several of functional 
expressions influence the meaning of the event
expressed by a predicate while others do not.

yabure -teshimat -ta -no -dearu
rip(c) -COMP(f1 ) -PAST(f2) -NOM(f3) -COP(f4)

“(something) got ripped.”

Predicate = c+ f1..n

yabure -ta
rip(c) -PAST(f2)

“(something) got ripped.”
Same 
Event
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Problem1: Complex functional expressions

yabure -teshimat -ta -no -dearu
rip(c) -COMP(f1 ) -PAST(f2) -NOM(f3) -COP(f4)

“(something) got ripped.”
yabure -ta
rip(c) -PAST(f2)

“(something) got ripped.”
Same 
Event

Predicate = c+ f1..n

Problem 1: 
Necessary and Unnecessary functional expressions are 

all merged into one predicate.
-> Makes it hard to capture the event (what is described) 

expressed by the predicates.
*Note that the EVENT in this study is not the event as in “event” vs. “state.”

So, “I was a teacher.” is an event of “being a teacher in the past.” 
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Problem 2:Lack of necessary functional expressions
In Japanese, several of intermediate predicates in 
coordinate structures lack their necessary functional 
expressions.

Extraction of “go” implies an erroneous fact of 
“actually going to Hawaii in the future.” 

(Hawai-ni) Pred1iki, Pred2nonbirishi -takat -ta
(Hawaii-to) go(c1) relax(c2) -want(f1) -PAST(f2)

“I wanted to go to Hawaii and relax.”

iki “go”

iki-takat-ta “wanted to go”
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Problems when extracting predicates
Simply extracting predicates fails to grasp what is actually 
expressed by the predicates (factuality of the event).

1. Several of functional expressions are necessary for 
the meaning of an event while others barely alter the 
meaning. (f Ø)

2. Several predicates in coordinate structures lack 
necessary functional expressions at the surface level 
(Ø f), which results in a wrong extraction of the 
predicate meaning.

Previous studies (Tanabe et al., 2001; Matsuyoshi & Sato 2008) do not deal 
with these problems.

We paraphrase functional expressions into forms that 
only sustain the factual status of the predicate.

STANDARDIZATION
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The flow of our Standardization
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Input
A Parsed Sentence

i. Predicate Extraction & Semantic 
Classe labelling to Functional 

Expressions

ii. ADD necessary functional 
expressions (Ø -> f)

iii. DELETE unnecessary functional 
expressions (f -> Ø )

iv. Conjugate and Generate Simple 
predicates

Output
Simplified Predicates
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The flow of our Standardization
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yabure -teshimat -ta -no -dearu
rip(c) -COMP(f1 ) -PAST(f2) -NOM(f3) -COP(f4)

“(something)    got ripped.”

Standardization

yabure -ta
rip(c) -PAST(f2)

“(something) got ripped.”

BEFORE

AFTER



The flow of our Standardization
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Input
A Parsed Sentence

i. Predicate Extraction & Semantic 
Classe labelling to Functional 

Expressions

ii. ADD necessary functional 
expressions (Ø -> f)

iii. DELETE unnecessary functional 
expressions (f -> Ø )

iv. Conjugate and Generate Simple 
predicates

Output
Simplified Predicates

Construct 
Rules based on 
Syntactic and 

Semantic 
theories in 
Linguistics
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Two Fundamental Questions
In order to achieve our standardization system, we need 
to answer the following two questions.

A) What are UNNECESSARY functional 
expressions?

B) How do we know which functional 
expressions are missing, and so should be 
added?

We answer them by borrowing what is discussed in 
syntactic and semantic theories in linguistics.
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Necessary and Unnecessary functional 
expressions

As discussed in Inui et al. (2008), what is indeed 
necessary for NLP systems is correctly extracting the 
factuality status of things described in the text.

yabure -teshimat -ta -no -dearu
rip(c) -COMP(f1 ) -PAST(f2) -NOM(f3) -COP(f4)

“(something) got ripped.”
yabure -ta
rip(c) -PAST(f2)

“(something) got ripped.”
SAME FACT: 

got ripped

yabure -nakat -ta
rip(c) -not(f2) -PAST(f3)

“(something) did not get ripped.”

Different FACT: 
still intact
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Event status; Tense (Aspect), Negation, Modality
Factuality can relate to the truth value of an event 
discussed in formal semantics (e.g., Chierchia and 
Mcconnel-Ginet, 2000; Portner, 2005).

Tense (Aspect): Expresses the time in (at/for) which an
event occurred. (went vs. go)

Negation: Reverses the truth-value of an event. 
(go vs. not go)

Modality: Provides information such as possibility,   
obligation, and the speaker’s eagerness. 
(go vs. want to go)

If two different predicates share the same tense, negation, 
and modality, they share the same truth value of the event.
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Event status; Tense (Aspect), Negation, Modality

yabure -teshimat -ta -no -dearu
rip(c) -COMP(f1 ) -PAST(f2) -NOM(f3) -COP(f4)

“(something) got ripped.”
yabure -ta
rip(c) -PAST(f2)

“(something) got ripped.”
Same 
Event

Predicate = c+ f1..n

Expresses the 
Tense & 

Completive Aspect 
of “ripped”

Explanation markers
-> do not belong to 

tense, aspect, 
negation or modality

Completive aspect marker
-> REDUNDANT because 

completion is already 
expressed by ta.
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Event status; Tense (Aspect), Negation, Modality
The factuality can relate to the truth value of an 
event discussed in formal semantics (e.g., Chierchia
and Mcconnel-Ginet, 2000; Portner, 2005).

Event – what is expressed by the head of a predicate.
Tense (Aspect): Expresses the time in (at/for) which an 
event occurred. (went vs. will go)
Negation: Reverses the truth-value of an event. (go vs. 
not go)
Modality: Provides information such as possibility, 
obligation, and the speaker’s eagerness. (go vs. want to 
go)
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-We only need functional expressions categorized as 
Tense (Aspect) Negation and Modality, which all 
influence the factual status of event.

-If there are several functional expressions with the 
same semantic function, retain only one of them is 
sufficient.

★Answer to Question A★
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2nd question to be answered
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Then, the next question….

How do we know which functional expressions are 
missing, and so should be added?



nemutai -mitai -de kaeri -tagatte -tei -ta
sleepy   -seems -COP gohome -want     -CONT -PAST

“He seemed sleepy and wanted to go home.”

nemutai -mitai -de
sleepy -seems -COP

When and what functional expressions to be 
added?

How do we know which functional expressions 
are missing, and so should be added?
(Hawai-ni) iki, nonbirishi -takat -ta
(Hawaii-to) go relax -want -PAST

“I wanted to go to Hawaii and relax.”

iki-takat-ta “wanted to go”
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nemutai-midai-dat-ta “seemed to be sleepy”

Need 
ALL fs

Need 
only ta
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iki,
go



When and what functional expressions to be 
added?
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1. We need to find whether the target predicate 
indeed lacks necessary functional expressions.

2. If so, decide which functional expressions to be 
added.

(imawa)   asui-ga (mukashiwa)    takakat -ta
(today)                                 (in old days)   expensive-PAST
“(They) are inexpensive (today), (but) used to be very expensive
(in the old days.)”

yasui “are inexpensive” Nothing is 
needed
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yasui-ga
are inexpensive



Coordinate structures

21

Coordinate structures are those in which two 
EQUIVALENT phrases are coordinated.

TP

ModP T
Past

VP Mod
want

VP  VP

go relax

iki-takat-ta “wanted to go”

1. Decide which phrase 
level the target predicate 

projects.
2. Get all the functional 
expressions above the 

target phrase.

-> Need more detailed  
predicate structures 
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Functional projections
(Cinque, 2006 and Rizzi ,1999) 
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We construct predicate structures based on Cinque 
(2006) and Rizzi (1999).

TP

(FocP)       T PAST【COMP】

(ModP) Foc COP【COP】

VP Mod seem【GUESS】

go

Place where 
Modality 

expressions 
appear

Place where a copular 
verb appears

(Syntactically needed 
by Modality)

Place where tense 
expression appears
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Functional projections
(Cinque, 2006 and Rizzi ,1999) 
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We construct predicate structures based on Cinque 
(2006) and Rizzi (1999).

TP

(FocP)       T PAST【COMP】

(ModP) Foc COP【COP】

VP Mod seem【GUESS】

go
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If a predicate is tensed, its syntactic structure 
is complete and nothing needs to be added.
A clause can be said a tensed phrase (TP). 

TP can be detected by 
1. ta (the past tense marker 

of Japanese.) 
2. coordinate conjunctions 

which only coordinate 
tensed phrases.



Deciding appropriate functional expressions
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2. How to decide which functional expressions to be added
Functional expressions that need to be added are 

those of outer phrases of the target predicate.

TP

FocP

ModP * COP【COP】

AdjP： seem【GUESS】
sleepy

[TP [ModP[AdjP nemutai] –mitai]   -de] [ModP[[kaeri] -tagatte -tei] -ta]
sleepy   -seems -COP gohome -want     -CONT -PAST

nemutai-midai-dat-ta
“seemed to be sleepy”
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Target 
Predicate



Deciding appropriate functional expressions
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2. How to decide which functional expressions to be added
Functional expressions that need to be added are 

those of outer phrases of the target predicate.

TP

FocP

ModP * COP【COP】

AdjP： seem【GUESS】
sleepy

[TP [ModP[AdjP nemutai] –mitai]   -de] [ModP[[kaeri] -tagatte -tei] -ta]
sleepy   -seems -COP gohome -want     -CONT -PAST

nemutai-midai-dat-ta
“seemed to be sleepy”
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We only add functional expressions to predicates that 
lack tense. 

The functional expressions to be added are those of 
outer phrases of the target predicate.

★Answer to Question B★



In order for implementation…

26

In order to implement our theoretical observations to the 
Standardization, we categorized 17,000 functional 
expressions listed in Matsuyoshi and Sato (2006) into 
Syntactic and Semantic categories needed for 
Standardization.

We used  their abstract semantic labels.
Syntactic (ADD) Semantic (DELETE) Labels
T if the surface is 
ta Tense (Aspect)

継起,付帯,回避,経験,完了,事後,習慣,継続,発継続,着継続,最中,事前,放

置,傾向

Mod Modality
推量,疑問,願望,許可,当為,意志,依頼,勧め,勧誘,可能,比況,順接必要,不

可能,不必要,不許可,回想,不可避,無意味

Foc Focus 判断, 名詞化, 同格

Negation 否定,放置,否定意志,否定推量,不可能,不必要,不許可,不可避,無意味

Deletables
丁寧,他-授与,伝聞,相応,内-授与,自然発生,添加,理由,逆接確定,感嘆,

不満,順接確定,順接仮定,想外,限定,極端例

Undeletables
終点,程度,根拠,は観点,も観点,割合,基準,起点,場合,状態,想外無視,相関

,対象,仲介,定義,範囲,非限定,不均衡,立場, 同時性,順接限定,逆接仮定,

目的,反復,因状況,対比,適当,状況,話題,並立,相手,目標,主体,強調
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DATA 

28

DATA: 1,501 intermediate and 1,958 final predicates 
extracted from newspapers and blogs. 

ANNOTATION: One annotator + one evaluator 
Add and Delete functional expressions and generate 
predicates that only sustain the factual status of the event 
expressed by the original ones. 
91.5% is the gold standard of our task.

Manual implementation:
Extraction of predicate phrases and assignment of 
semantic labels to functional expressions were manually 
done by the first author.
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Experiments and Evaluation

29

Our system automatically paraphrased an incoming 
predicate based on the ADD and DELETE 
paraphrasing rules.
For baseline methods, we use:

No Add/Delete
Do not add/delete any functional expressions.

Simp Add (for intermediate predicates)
Simply add all functional expressions that the intermediate phrase 
does not have from the last predicate

Evaluation:
The accuracy was measured based on the EXACT MATCH 
in surface forms with the manually constructed paraphrases.
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Results: Accuracy of paraphrasing
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Our standardization system significantly 
outperformed the baseline methods.

This was achieved because we constructed our 
paraphrasing rules based on linguistic theories.

Standardization No Add/Delete SimpADD
Open 
(Intermediate) 77.7%(943/1214) 57.8%(702/1214) 32.8%(398/1214)

Closed 
(Intermediate) 82.9%(238/287) 62.0%%(178/287) 35.2%(101/287)

Open (Last) 76.2%(1194/1567) 51.9% (203/391) n.a

Closed (Last) 83.4%(326/391) 48.1%(188/391) n.a.
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Results: Reduced rate of differences in surface 
forms

31

Furthermore, our standardization succeeded in 
reducing surface differences caused by functional 
expressions at the rate of 44.0% (quite close to 
human annotations). 

Number of TYPES of 
functional expressions Reduced Rate

Standardization
943 types 
(Original)

530 types 44.0%

Human 
Annotation 448 types 52.0%
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Discussion and Conclusion

32

Our standardization system transformed predicates 
with complex functional expressions into simplest 
forms with the accuracy of 77%.

Differences in surface forms are also reduced, which 
is important for NLP systems such as text mining. 

Unlike the study of Inui et al. (2008), we did not 
include the meaning of a content word for 
paraphrasing rules.

This lowers the accuracy (especially when dealing with 
Aspect).
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Discussion and Conclusion
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Our standardizing system is still useful for a lot of 
NLP applications.

Instead of bag-of-words-based feature extraction, 
standardized predicates can be used (e.g., statistically-
based factual analysis (Inui et al., 2008)).

The study shows that applying linguistic theories to 
paraphrasing rules improve the system performance.

Significant differences between our method and the 
baseline methods.

For our future study, we will investigate the impact of 
our standardization system on NLP applications.
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Thank you!
Any questions….?
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APPENDIX A: 
Summary of our paraphrasing rules

35

ADD necessary functional expressions:
If the target predicate is tensed,  do nothing.
If not, decide which level of functional phrase is projected 
and get functional expressions from the last predicate that 
belongs to outer phrases.

DELETE unnecessary functional expressions:
Delete all the functional expressions that are Deletables.
Leave only one functional expressions if there is more 
than one same label. 

For negation, delete all if the number is even. Otherwise, leave 
one.

Delete those categorized as Focus if they do not follow or 
precede Modality.
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The goal of this study

In order to extract predicate phrases, we transform different predicates into the same simple form if they express the same event.

Predicate phrases are multiword expressions which consist of a set of a content word plus several of function words.
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I would like to buy an I-Pad.

I wanna go and buy an I-Pad.

I want to buy an I-Pad



want to buy

Predicate Phrase

Arguments
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So, would like to buy in the first sentence, wanna buy in the 2nd, and want to buy in the 3rd are predicate phrases. As you can see, these predicates look different due to the differenes in functional expressions though they express the same event of wanting to buy. What we do is to transform different predicates….
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Background: Need for deep semantic analysis

The growing need for text mining systems (e.g., opinion mining, sentiment analysis) requires the deep semantic understanding(e.g., Nasukawa, 2001).

Extracting only a single content word is insufficient.

“I would like to buy an I-Pad.” 





“I can’t install Windows 7.”





Functional expressions such as “would like to”, and “can’t” are crucial to detect customers’ needs and wants.

Extraction of predicates(content word + functional expressions) is necessary.
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buy

wants





install

complaints
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would like to

buy





can’t

install













So, extracting only “buy” from I would like to buy or “install” from I can’t install Windows 7 is insufficient. Rather, we need to include the functional expressions and extract as “would like to buy” and “can’t install” because they are key expressions to detect customer’s needs and wants.
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Predicate structures in Japanese

The sequence of a content word (c) followed by several of functional expressions (f) forms a PREDICATE in Japanese.

In agglutinating languages such as Japanese, functional expressions appear in the form of suffixes or auxiliary verbs.





yabure	-teshimat	-ta	-no	-dearu

	rip(c)	-COMP(f1 )	-PAST(f2)	-NOM(f3)	-COP(f4)

	 “(something)    got ripped.”

Predicate = c+ f1..n
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Completive aspect marker

Nominalizer

Copular verb

2010/8/28

Past tense marker
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Problem1: Complex functional expressions

This complex predicate can be simplified.

The two seemingly different predicates express the same event of something got ripped.

This is due to the fact that several of functional expressions influence the meaning of the event expressed by a predicate while others do not.



yabure	-teshimat	-ta	-no	-dearu

	rip(c)	-COMP(f1 )	-PAST(f2)	-NOM(f3)	-COP(f4)

	 “(something) got ripped.”

Predicate = c+ f1..n





yabure	-ta	

rip(c)	-PAST(f2)

“(something) got ripped.”





Same Event
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Problem1: Complex functional expressions





yabure	-teshimat	-ta	-no	-dearu

	rip(c)	-COMP(f1 )	-PAST(f2)	-NOM(f3)	-COP(f4)

	 “(something) got ripped.”





yabure	-ta	

rip(c)	-PAST(f2)

“(something) got ripped.”





Same Event

Predicate = c+ f1..n





Problem 1: 

Necessary and Unnecessary functional expressions are all merged into one predicate.

-> Makes it hard to capture the event (what is described) expressed by the predicates.

*Note that the EVENT in this study is not the event as in “event” vs. “state.”

So, “I was a teacher.” is an event of “being a teacher in the past.” 
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Problem 2:Lack of necessary functional expressions

In Japanese, several of intermediate predicates in coordinate structures lack their necessary functional expressions.















Extraction of “go” implies an erroneous fact of “actually going to Hawaii in the future.” 





(Hawai-ni)	Pred1iki,	Pred2nonbirishi	-takat	-ta

(Hawaii-to)	go(c1)	relax(c2)	-want(f1)	-PAST(f2)

“I wanted to go to Hawaii and relax.”



iki “go”

    iki-takat-ta “wanted to go”
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Problems when extracting predicates

Simply extracting predicates fails to grasp what is actually expressed by the predicates (factuality of the event).

Several of functional expressions are necessary for the meaning of an event while others barely alter the meaning. (f   Ø)

Several predicates in coordinate structures lack necessary functional expressions at the surface level (Ø   f), which results in a wrong extraction of the predicate meaning.

Previous studies (Tanabe et al., 2001; Matsuyoshi & Sato 2008) do not deal with these problems.

We paraphrase functional expressions into forms that only sustain the factual status of the predicate.







STANDARDIZATION
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The flow of our Standardization
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Input

A Parsed Sentence

i. Predicate Extraction & Semantic Classe labelling to Functional Expressions

ii. ADD necessary functional expressions (Ø -> f)

iii. DELETE unnecessary functional expressions (f -> Ø )

iv. Conjugate and Generate Simple predicates

Output

Simplified Predicates
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The flow of our Standardization
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yabure	-teshimat	-ta	-no	-dearu

	rip(c)	-COMP(f1 )	-PAST(f2)	-NOM(f3)	-COP(f4)

	 “(something)    got ripped.”



Standardization



yabure	-ta	

rip(c)	-PAST(f2)

“(something) got ripped.”

BEFORE

AFTER











The flow of our Standardization
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Input

A Parsed Sentence

i. Predicate Extraction & Semantic Classe labelling to Functional Expressions

ii. ADD necessary functional expressions (Ø -> f)

iii. DELETE unnecessary functional expressions (f -> Ø )

iv. Conjugate and Generate Simple predicates

Output

Simplified Predicates



Construct Rules based on Syntactic and Semantic theories in Linguistics
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Two Fundamental Questions

In order to achieve our standardization system, we need to answer the following two questions.



What are UNNECESSARY functional expressions?



How do we know which functional expressions are missing, and so should be added?



We answer them by borrowing what is discussed in syntactic and semantic theories in linguistics.
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Necessary and Unnecessary functional expressions

As discussed in Inui et al. (2008), what is indeed necessary for NLP systems is correctly extracting the factuality status of things described in the text.



yabure	-teshimat	-ta	-no	-dearu

	rip(c)	-COMP(f1 )	-PAST(f2)	-NOM(f3)	-COP(f4)

	 “(something) got ripped.”



yabure	-ta	

rip(c)	-PAST(f2)

“(something) got ripped.”





SAME FACT: 

got ripped



yabure 	-nakat 	-ta	

rip(c)	-not(f2)	 -PAST(f3)

“(something) did not get ripped.”

Different FACT: 

still intact
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Event status; Tense (Aspect), Negation, Modality

Factuality can relate to the truth value of an event discussed in formal semantics (e.g., Chierchia and Mcconnel-Ginet, 2000; Portner, 2005).

Tense (Aspect): Expresses the time in (at/for) which an

                               event occurred. (went vs. go)

Negation: Reverses the truth-value of an event. 

                     (go vs. not go)

Modality: Provides information such as possibility,   

                    obligation, and the speaker’s eagerness. 

                   (go vs. want to go)

If two different predicates share the same tense, negation, and modality, they share the same truth value of the event.
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Event status; Tense (Aspect), Negation, Modality





yabure	-teshimat	-ta	-no	-dearu

	rip(c)	-COMP(f1 )	-PAST(f2)	-NOM(f3)	-COP(f4)

	 “(something) got ripped.”





yabure	-ta	

rip(c)	-PAST(f2)

“(something) got ripped.”





Same Event

Predicate = c+ f1..n



Expresses the Tense & Completive Aspect of “ripped”



Explanation markers

-> do not belong to tense, aspect, negation or modality

Completive aspect marker

-> REDUNDANT because completion is already expressed by ta.
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Event status; Tense (Aspect), Negation, Modality

The factuality can relate to the truth value of an event discussed in formal semantics (e.g., Chierchia and Mcconnel-Ginet, 2000; Portner, 2005).

Event – what is expressed by the head of a predicate.

Tense (Aspect): Expresses the time in (at/for) which an event occurred. (went vs. will go)

Negation: Reverses the truth-value of an event. (go vs. not go)

Modality: Provides information such as possibility, obligation, and the speaker’s eagerness. (go vs. want to go)
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-We only need functional expressions categorized as Tense (Aspect) Negation and Modality, which all influence the factual status of event.



-If there are several functional expressions with the same semantic function, retain only one of them is sufficient.

★Answer to Question A★
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2nd question to be answered
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Then, the next question….



How do we know which functional expressions are missing, and so should be added?

















        nemutai -mitai   -de	    kaeri	    -tagatte -tei		  -ta

sleepy   -seems -COP 	gohome	 -want     -CONT -PAST

“He seemed sleepy and wanted to go home.”



 nemutai -mitai   -de

sleepy   -seems -COP

When and what functional expressions to be added?

How do we know which functional expressions are missing, and so should be added?







(Hawai-ni)	      iki,	      nonbirishi	-takat	-ta

(Hawaii-to)	  go	relax	-want	-PAST

“I wanted to go to Hawaii and relax.”



    iki-takat-ta “wanted to go”
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    nemutai-midai-dat-ta  “seemed to be sleepy”







Need ALL fs

Need only ta
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iki,

go











When and what functional expressions to be added?
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We need to find whether the target predicate indeed lacks necessary functional expressions.

If so, decide which functional expressions to be added.



(imawa)   asui-ga                (mukashiwa)    takakat      -ta

(today)                                 (in old days)   expensive-PAST

“(They) are inexpensive (today), (but) used to be very expensive (in the old days.)”







    yasui  “are inexpensive”









Nothing is needed
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yasui-ga

are inexpensive











Coordinate structures
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Coordinate structures are those in which two EQUIVALENT phrases are coordinated.

　　　　　　　　　     　  　　　TP

　　　　　　　      　

　　　　　　      ModP 　　　　    T

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Past

　　　　　 VP           　 Mod

                                         want

    VP  　     VP

　

    go          relax　　

　









    iki-takat-ta “wanted to go”







1. Decide which phrase level the target predicate projects.

2. Get all the functional expressions above the target phrase.



-> Need more detailed  predicate structures 
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Functional projections
(Cinque, 2006 and Rizzi ,1999) 
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We construct predicate structures based on Cinque (2006) and Rizzi (1999).



                                 TP　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

                             

                        (FocP)       T PAST【COMP】

                    

              (ModP)      Foc COP【COP】

         

 　   VP　        Mod seem【GUESS】

　　

　　　  go

Place where Modality expressions appear

Place where a copular verb appears

(Syntactically needed by Modality)

Place where tense expression appears
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Functional projections
(Cinque, 2006 and Rizzi ,1999) 
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We construct predicate structures based on Cinque (2006) and Rizzi (1999).



                                 TP　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

                             

                        (FocP)       T PAST【COMP】

                    

              (ModP)      Foc COP【COP】

         

 　   VP　        Mod seem【GUESS】

　　

　　　  go
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If a predicate is tensed, its syntactic structure is complete and nothing needs to be added.

A clause can be said a tensed phrase (TP). 

TP can be detected by 

1. ta (the past tense marker of Japanese.) 

2. coordinate conjunctions which only coordinate tensed phrases.













Deciding appropriate functional expressions
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2. How to decide which functional expressions to be added.

Functional expressions that need to be added are 

those of outer phrases of the target predicate.



　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

                               TP             

                           

     　      　　　FocP　　　　

	      

	 ModP *      　COP【COP】

      

      AdjP：       seem【GUESS】　　　　　

　　　　　　sleepy



Missing！

[TP   [ModP[AdjP nemutai] –mitai]   -de]	[ModP[[kaeri]	-tagatte -tei]	      -ta]

               sleepy   -seems -COP 	gohome	         -want     -CONT -PAST











    nemutai-midai-dat-ta 

 “seemed to be sleepy”
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Target Predicate











Deciding appropriate functional expressions
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2. How to decide which functional expressions to be added.

Functional expressions that need to be added are 

those of outer phrases of the target predicate.



　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

                               TP             

                           

     　      　　　FocP　　　　

	      

	 ModP *      　COP【COP】

      

      AdjP：       seem【GUESS】　　　　　

　　　　　　sleepy



Missing！

[TP   [ModP[AdjP nemutai] –mitai]   -de]	[ModP[[kaeri]	-tagatte -tei]	      -ta]

               sleepy   -seems -COP 	gohome	         -want     -CONT -PAST











    nemutai-midai-dat-ta 

 “seemed to be sleepy”
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We only add functional expressions to predicates that lack tense. 



The functional expressions to be added are those of outer phrases of the target predicate.

★Answer to Question B★











In order for implementation…
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In order to implement our theoretical observations to the Standardization, we categorized 17,000 functional expressions listed in Matsuyoshi and Sato (2006) into Syntactic and Semantic categories needed for Standardization.

We used  their abstract semantic labels.



		Syntactic (ADD)		Semantic (DELETE)		Labels

		T if the surface is ta		Tense (Aspect)		継起,付帯,回避,経験,完了,事後,習慣,継続,発継続,着継続,最中,事前,放置,傾向

		Mod		Modality		推量,疑問,願望,許可,当為,意志,依頼,勧め,勧誘,可能,比況,順接必要,不可能,不必要,不許可,回想,不可避,無意味

		Foc		Focus		判断, 名詞化, 同格

				Negation		否定,放置,否定意志,否定推量,不可能,不必要,不許可,不可避,無意味

				Deletables		丁寧,他-授与,伝聞,相応,内-授与,自然発生,添加,理由,逆接確定,感嘆,不満,順接確定,順接仮定,想外,限定,極端例

				Undeletables		終点,程度,根拠,は観点,も観点,割合,基準,起点,場合,状態,想外無視,相関,対象,仲介,定義,範囲,非限定,不均衡,立場, 同時性,順接限定,逆接仮定,目的,反復,因状況,対比,適当,状況,話題,並立,相手,目標,主体,強調
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Contents

Goal of the study

Background

Predicate extractions and problems

Construction of paraphrasing rules

Functional Expressions and Factuality 

Adding Functional Expressions to Intermediate Predicates

Experiments and Evaluation

Discussion and Conclusion
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DATA 
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DATA: 1,501 intermediate and 1,958 final predicates extracted from newspapers and blogs. 



ANNOTATION: One annotator + one evaluator 

Add and Delete functional expressions and generate predicates that only sustain the factual status of the event expressed by the original ones. 

91.5% is the gold standard of our task.

Manual implementation:

Extraction of predicate phrases and assignment of semantic labels to functional expressions were manually done by the first author.
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Experiments and Evaluation

29

Our system automatically paraphrased an incoming predicate based on the ADD and DELETE paraphrasing rules.

For baseline methods, we use:

No Add/Delete

Do not add/delete any functional expressions.

Simp Add (for intermediate predicates)

Simply add all functional expressions that the intermediate phrase does not have from the last predicate

Evaluation:

The accuracy was measured based on the EXACT MATCH in surface forms with the manually constructed paraphrases.
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Results: Accuracy of paraphrasing
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Our standardization system significantly outperformed the baseline methods.













This was achieved because we constructed our paraphrasing rules based on linguistic theories.

				Standardization		No Add/Delete		SimpADD

		Open (Intermediate)		77.7%(943/1214)		57.8%(702/1214)		32.8%(398/1214)

		Closed (Intermediate)		82.9%(238/287)		62.0%%(178/287)		35.2%(101/287)

		Open (Last)		76.2%(1194/1567)		51.9% (203/391)		n.a

		Closed (Last)		83.4%(326/391)		48.1%(188/391)		n.a.
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Results: Reduced rate of differences in surface forms

31

Furthermore, our standardization succeeded in reducing surface differences caused by functional expressions at the rate of 44.0% (quite close to human annotations). 















				Number of TYPES of 
functional expressions				Reduced Rate

		Standardization		943 types 
(Original)		530 types		44.0%

		Human Annotation				448 types		52.0%
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Discussion and Conclusion
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Our standardization system transformed predicates with complex functional expressions into simplest forms with the accuracy of 77%.



Differences in surface forms are also reduced, which is important for NLP systems such as text mining. 



Unlike the study of Inui et al. (2008), we did not include the meaning of a content word for paraphrasing rules.

This lowers the accuracy (especially when dealing with Aspect).
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Discussion and Conclusion
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Our standardizing system is still useful for a lot of NLP applications.

Instead of bag-of-words-based feature extraction, standardized predicates can be used (e.g., statistically-based factual analysis (Inui et al., 2008)).



The study shows that applying linguistic theories to paraphrasing rules improve the system performance.

Significant differences between our method and the baseline methods.



For our future study, we will investigate the impact of our standardization system on NLP applications.
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Thank you!

Any questions….?
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APPENDIX A: 
Summary of our paraphrasing rules
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ADD necessary functional expressions:

If the target predicate is tensed,  do nothing.

If not, decide which level of functional phrase is projected and get functional expressions from the last predicate that belongs to outer phrases.

DELETE unnecessary functional expressions:

Delete all the functional expressions that are Deletables.

Leave only one functional expressions if there is more than one same label. 

For negation, delete all if the number is even. Otherwise, leave one.

Delete those categorized as Focus if they do not follow or precede Modality.
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